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As we surge into “flaming June” and the barometer here in Europe goes
through the roof – do barometers have rooves? – we have a particularly fine
line-up of features to place before you.

To begin with, we have the “Three Nancy’s” That is Nardin, Bleeke and
Solomon, supplemented with a side-dish of Wendy Weiss, who has a brand
new free eBook for you to download.

In fact, you could be forgiven for thinking that this is “Nancy Nardin Month”
as she also features in our editor Linda Richardson’s regular monthly
interview slot, demonstrating yet again why her knowledge of all things sales
tools is second to none.

One of the – if not THE – leading inside sales experts in the world, Trish Bertuzzi,
is in “The Spotlight” and of course, we announce April’s “Top Sales Article of
the Month” as well as sharing with you May’s ten excellent nominations.

Last - but certainly not least - you can catch Jonathan Farrington’s words of
considerable wisdom, as he shares his thoughts on “greatness”

Enjoy!
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★ Top Sales Blogs
HERE ��

★ Latest Top Sales 
Book 
HERE ��

★ Top Sales 
Hardtalk
Interview
Every 
Wednesday.
HERE ��

★ Top Sales Tips
Every single day.
HERE ��

★ Top 10 Sales 
Articles
HERE ��

★ And so much 
more …. 
Top Sales World 
HERE ��

June 2012

While many people have the potential for doing something of considerable
consequence, something with measurable impact, there are far more of us
talking about doing whatever it is, than those of us who ... Read More�

Our
Partners
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The Busy
Person’s Pages
The Busy
Person’s Pages
Here is what you will find in this month’s edition.
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Yadda, yadda, yadda and blah, blah, blah - The Doers
by Nancy D. Solomon

Nancy Nardin, Founder of Smart Selling Tools, was ahead of her time. She
recognized the power of sale tools in her first sales role as a rep for Grid
Systems, the world’s very first laptop computer company ... Read More�

A Conversation with Nancy Nardin
by Linda Richardson

Where do the articles come from? Each month we select the very best sales
articles from the major article sites, which have been written by top sales
gurus from around the world. We cull through till we find ... Read More�

Top Sales Article of the Month Announced – 
Plus the ten nominees for May

On Monday mornings prospects are too busy… On Friday afternoons
prospects are gone… Don’t want to bother the prospect by calling too
early… They’ve probably left the office by mid-afternoon ... Read More�

The best of times?
by Wendy Weiss

Author Jonathan Franzen said "one-half of a passion is obsession, the other
half is love." With that in mind, ask anyone who's met Trish and they'll tell
you - she is passionate about Inside Sales. Read More�

Focus On
Trish Bertuzzi

Shakespeare was good about leadership, as about most other things. The
spoof letter which caused poor Malvolio to make such a fool of himself
contains words that say a lot about the subject. Read More�

Some Men (and Women) Are Born Great, Others ….
by Jonathan Farrington 

Time. Such a fleeting thing for most of us. Busy sales managers are on a
merry-go-round as they try to keep up with long To Do lists, fewer resources
and constantly changing economies, technology and ... Read More�

Expanding your precious time
by Nancy Bleeke 

Enjoy the latest Top Sales Hardtalk Interviews and recent blogs from Top
Sales World plus Recent “How To” Guides, Sales Team Development
Sessions and Sales Management Issues Interviews ... Read More�

Top Sales Highlights
from the Past Four Weeks ... 
In case you missed them

TSH
Our world, along with the entire cosmos in which we reside, is governed by
what we understand as the laws of physics. And whatever affect these forces
may have upon the course of our day-to-day endeavors, ... Read More�

The 5 immutable laws of selling
by Nancy Nardin 
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know, all of us have met people who
claim to be fearless. My industry is
saturated with them. There are
dozens of books on the shelves
declaring that we should live a
fearless life, have fear no more, and
banish fear from our lives once and
for all. Yadda, yadda, yadda and
blah, blah, blah!

If someone tells you they don’t
have any fear, he or she is lying to
both of you.

These books were written by
people who drank the “If I say it
positively enough any fool will
believe me” Kool-Aid. It is not only
impossible to banish fear from your
life, it is undesirable as well. Doing
so, as though that were actually
possible, would be akin to taking the
batteries out of the smoke detectors
in your home. Fear is an indicator of
one of two things: Either there’s a
bear running you up a tree in the
woods, or you’re experimenting with
the stuff you’re made of, with your
courage quotient. Regarding the
former, congratulations that you’re
alive to read this. As to the latter,
congratulations that you’re willing
to pursue your purpose and passion
even though you might suffer
elevated blood pressure and
sleepless nights now and again.

Here’s the deal: If you’re alive,
then, by all means, live! Fear is part
of your path, not separate from it.

If you’re committed to living a

full, rich, impactful life, things aren’t
going to be peaceful, centered, and
light all the time—you can expect to
encounter some fear. Learn to enjoy
it or, at the very least, appreciate its
function in your life.

Yes, we can all benefit from a
positive outlook; yes, we can learn to
manage our fears; yes, we can even
learn to use our fears productively.
But that’s a far different story than
the one saying that you shouldn’t
have any fear.

Today would be a great day to
give up the idea, once and for all,
that courageous, powerful,
invincible people lack the fear gene.
Discarding that thought will make
your life infinitely better.

So now that you’ve permanently
laid to rest the idea that you’re the
only one on earth who experiences
life-halting fear, let’s take a look at
what differentiates the people who
are “The Doers” from those who
are “The Yaddas.”

Those in “The Doers” group
certainly notice fear when it comes
up in their minds and in their
bodies. It, undoubtedly, becomes
part of their decision-making
process; but it is only one of many
factors they consider when making
their eventual choice.

“The Yaddas” notice their fear in
the same way, except for two things:
1. The fear becomes it in the

decision-making process,
obscuring all other factors.

2. The fear becomes anchored to
their identity. It becomes who
they are.

The critical differentiating factor
between the two groups, the most
significant distinction lies in one tiny
word:

AND

The people who are “The Doers”
have mastered the use of the
word and.

Are you wondering how you
can integrate this theory into
your life, in concrete terms that
are going to produce results
you’ll get excited about? Let’s
pretend that you are seriously
contemplating taking the mental
leap from “The Yaddas” to “The
Doers.”

The most helpful thing you
can do to inspire yourself to
action will be for you to establish
the connection between your
head and your heart. Translated,
that means you want to identify
what it is about this project or
idea (the mental component—
your head) that sings to your
spirit (the spiritual and emotional
components—your heart).

What is this project’s connection
to your life purpose? How will it
feel when you “get it done?” These
are practical questions that will,
eventually, become second nature
to you. �

Here’s the deal: If
you’re alive, then, by
all means, live! Fear
is part of your path,
not separate from it. 

One day I was having a
conversation with a British

colleague about this very subject.
Out loud, he wondered why we
Americans spend so much time and
energy on the conversation around
our projects, rather than on
completing the projects themselves.

I am witness to the remarkable
volume of quality work he produces
daily, and have been intrigued by his

ability to say it, do it, and get on to
the next thing.

Talk is cheap. Really cheap

Jonathan’s life looks much different
than mine on the outside, which
made it convenient, not too long
into our conversation, for me to
mentally drag out the excuses as to
why he is so accomplished and I am

so exhausted.
More than once I’d observed that

while he is working on his projects
I’m over thinking mine. An example
of this? I thought about writing this
book for five years: I wrote it in
three months.

Talking is not a
commitment. Action is

Note: Very few of us lie neatly in
either “The Doers” or the “The
Yaddas” category. As a matter of
fact, throughout our lives we may
switch back and forth between the
two groups: Like everything else our
potential contracts and expands and
although it has a set point, it is
subject to change through our
intervention.

There are a multitude of reasons
we fail to turn our brilliant ideas, our
intellectual capital, into actionable
items and bottom line results. The
two biggies are, predictably, fear (90
percent) and timing (10 percent).

Everyone experiences fear. “The
Doers” have the identical fears as
“The Yaddas” folks. And the
quantity of fear doesn’t vary much
between the groups, either. I know, I

While many people have the potential for doing something of considerable
consequence, something with measurable impact, there are far more of us
talking about doing whatever it is, than those of us who are actually getting it
done. Let’s call these two contrasting groups “The Doers” and “The Yaddas,”
shall we? 

This article was written by
Nancy D. Solomon.

To find out more about Nancy, visit:
www.nancydsolomon.com

Yadda, yadda, yadda and
blah, blah, blah - The Doers 
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Salesforce.com saves time and
increases the quality of each sales
conversation. With a single click
salespeople can see the title of the
customer and industry and have
near instant access to the most
appropriate product knowledge,
competitive information, selling
points, questions to ask, and more –
all within Salesforce to engage with
prospects.

Bloomfire enables salespeople to
share best practices such as putting
up a video, sharing a best practice
proposal, emails, documents, and
storing other sales material. Best of
all salespeople can vote up or down
each entry so that the best material
surfaces to the top and salespeople
know which works best.

iSell by Onesource let’s
salespeople quickly identify whom
to call and what to say based on
relevance, sales triggers and
available information. It
automatically prioritizes and delivers
hot prospects to cut research time
dramatically.

Docusign allows salespeople to
send documents electronically and
obtain a customer’s signature to save
time vs. converting documents,
over-nighting a package, missing
signatures. It lets salespeople know
where the document is in the

signing process. As documented by
Salesforce.com, it can reduce
average deal close cycle time from 2
days to less than an hour.

iMeet, a new tool, enables reps to
lead online video meetings and
connect with a customer or
prospect on a much more personal
basis. iMeet takes a new approach to
online meetings. Prospects simply
type the URL of the iMeet meeting
room. There is no software to
download which saves time and
reduces the hassle-factor. And iMeet
will automatically dial the prospect’s
phone to speed up joining the
meeting.

Gorilla Expense to reduce the
time salespeople spend on expense
reporting.

Tools for sales managers include
Cloud9 Analytics to identify risks in
the forcast, and FrontRow Solutions
that enables reps to keep their
managers up to date on their sales
activites.

These are just a handful of the
sales tools available to you. There
are numerous tools but limited
budgets. With so much information
out there today trying to access and
sort through it all can suck up big
blocks of time. The word “smart” in
Nancy’s company name is telling.
Smart means choosing the right
tools aimed at solving priority
problems.

So how does a sales leader or
salesperson know which ones are

right for them and where to start? 
Nancy advises sales leaders to

start the process by doing an
inventory of how their salespeople
are using their time, determining
what is slowing them down, and
then systematically addressing each
obstacle by using the information to
find the smart sales tools that will
remove or reduce the obstacles.

SmartSellingTools.com is one of
the resources you can turn to
identify the smartest tools that are
right for you. Check out the
category that interests you such as
prospecting, account planning, etc.
and drill down into the tools
covered in each category. Or take
advantage of the 30 minute free
consultation Nancy offers.

To sales leaders Nancy’s message
is to think about things from the
perspective of the sales rep.
Consider how a mandate or process
will impact reps’ productivity and
the time in front of customers.

Nancy’s message to salespeople
is to take control by getting the tools
they need and not to wait for
corporate.

To sum up Nancy’s mantra –
“The right sales tools will change
your life.” �

The word “smart” in
Nancy’s company

name is telling.
Smart means

choosing the right
tools aimed at
solving priority

problems. 

That sales experience fueled her
passion for sales tools. The

obvious target for her product was
field sales organizations. Salesforce
Automation (SFA) was born shortly
after the introduction of laptop
computers. Apart from SFA (
today’s CRMs) there were no other
applications specifically designed
for sales. Not so today and Nancy,
as one of the top authorities in the
field, guides sales leaders and
salespeople in making sense out of
the myriad of sales tools that now
exist and helps them choose tools
that will increase sales productivity
and provide a sustainable
competitive advantage.

Aberdeen research shows that
best-in-class companies are more
likely to use sales enablement tools
than average and lagging
organizations. While 63% of these
companies report having executive
level support for sales tools, Nancy
finds that one of the biggest
challenges is raising sales leaders’
awareness of how critical their role
is in searching out and budgeting for
sales tools. Still today, nearly 30
years since the advent of SFA, CRM
is often the only sales tool
organizations provide to their sales
teams.

Nancy encourages sales leaders
to aggressively support and deploy
sales tools, many of which are free
or inexpensive, to increase sales
capacity and raise the level of the
sales conversations they have with
their customers.

Customers are smarter than ever
and place a premium on salespeople
with expertise. In describing the
benefits of sales tools Nancy cites
saving time, increasing productivity,
sharing knowledge, raising the level
of sales conversations, and
accelerating closing. If you think
about how much time salespeople

spend in administrative tasks or
looking for the right sales materials,
templates etc. the value of sales
tools is hard to dispute. That time is
money is understood but how
salespeople use their time is really
what is costly – just how costly - is
the question.

According to Nancy if a
salesperson produces a million
dollars in revenue annually, he/she
can increase that figure by an
additional $19,000 just by
recapturing 10 minutes of time each
day, that would otherwise be lost to
low-value tasks.

Which tools can help your reps
save valuable selling time and
increase revenue? Here are a few of
the smart sales tools Nancy
recommends:

TimeTrade illustrates why sales
leaders should turn their attention
to sales tools and actively budget for
them. It enables salespeople to
schedule appointments effortlessly,
in 30 seconds or less, instead of
wasting valuable time with back and
forth phone calls. Faster scheduling
means more appointments.

Incite2 is by ShadeTree
Technology that runs inside
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30 Seconds Matters
A Conversation with Nancy Nardin by Linda Richardson 

Top of Mind

Nancy Nardin, Founder of Smart Selling Tools, was ahead of her time.  
She recognized the power of sale tools in her first sales role as a rep for 
Grid Systems, the world’s very first laptop computer company located right 
across the street from another start-up at the time, Sun Microsystems.  

Photo credit: Jeremy D photography

Linda Richardson is the Founder and
Chairwoman of Richardson, the global sales
performance company and is responsible
for product and sales strategy.
www.richardson.com
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Nancy can be reached at
nancy@smartsellingtools.com
916-596-3035 
Twitter @sellingtools Facebook
SmartSellingTools



‘immutable’ means unchallengeable,
undeniable, and certainly absolute.
Need I say more.

The pentagon is used to
illustrate the specific ‘rules of
engagement’ that substantiate the
laws of selling. It is constructed of
points and planes of dimensional
perspective. So too are these five
decrees dependent on a seller’s
adherence to their visual dynamic
when it comes down to the
ultimate objective – the sale. You
will also note that it moves with the
inherent precision of clockwork.
Simply stated, if a seller starts on
the top, and follows the ‘flow’ of
these truths, he or she will end up
at the top, which, I believe, is the
point.

I. Impetus for Change:

It doesn’t matter how great your
product or service is, and the
presentation is just a means to
serve the end. What really matters,
is that it will provide your prospect
with a substantial and tangible
result of either realizing a gain, or
avoiding a loss – the impetus for
change. The seller’s true purpose is
to act as the catalyst, the enabler,
the mechanism for the benefit of
change to take place.

II. Substantial Benefit:

To actually qualify as a substantial
benefit, it is the prospect who must
acknowledge they have a problem.
Then, they must determine that it
does in fact need solving, and
ascribe levels of priority and
urgency above and beyond all other
problems.

III.Outcome Confidence:

The prospect must have the highest
degree of confidence that the
predicted success can and will be
realized. The seller’s task is to assist
in the visualization and actualization
of the entire process, from
inception to fruition.

IV.Evidential Persuasion:

The prospect must be capable of
persuading other decision-
influencers with rock-solid evidence
in the accuracy and soundness of
their decision. They must be armed
with the strategic information and
tools needed to communicate the
impetus for change, the substantial
benefit, and the unassailable
reasoning behind their outcome
confidence.

V. Process Visualization:

The prospect must have a clear
visualization of the process once
they make a decision to buy. They
must be comfortable with the details
of exactly how and when the change

will take place, and what
transformative benefits they can
truly expect. Uncertainty not only
kills the deal, but will also slay a
seller’s credibility in the process.

All too often, we as sellers try to
fight against, or ignore these laws of
selling. Plowing ahead by asking
qualifying B.A.N.T[1] questions is
one good example. If you think
about it, asking about budget (the B
in BANT) doesn’t help the buyer, it
just begins to erode confidence.
Asking about whether he has
authority (the A in BANT) doesn’t
help the buyer either, affecting
confidence again. BANT questions
do help sellers qualify the buyer, but
they don’t help the buyer
understand their need or desire for a
product or service. A seller must
keep the buyer’s objective focused
on the only track that matters –
whether the need is compelling,
whether the solution outcome is
credible, how to persuade internal
influencers, or what will happen if a
buy decision is made.

No seller can successfully
operate outside the laws of selling,
nor are they immune to the
detrimental affects if the laws are
ignored. It is time to acknowledge
these underlying forces that
determine whether a prospect
becomes a buyer, and whether or
not a seller truly represents not
only an impetus, but an instrument
for change. �And just as there are laws

governing this vast enterprise
called the universe, there are also
laws of selling. The straightforward
and bold-faced revelation in the
heading of this article will stand as a
commandment in its own right. And
for anyone needing a quick glance at
a Webster’s or thesaurus, the term
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This article was written by Nancy Nardin.

To find out more about Nancy, visit:
www.smartsellingtools.com
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The prospect
must have a clear
visualization of the
process once they
make a decision

to buy. 
Our world, along with the entire cosmos in which
we reside, is governed by what we understand as
the laws of physics. And whatever affect these
forces may have upon the course of our day-to-
day endeavors, they are as unchangeable, and
indeed as unstoppable, as time itself. All else is not
only dependent upon, but is made constant and
inevitable based on these realities.

Impetus for
Change

Process
Visualization

Substantial
Benefit

Evidential
Persuasion

Outcome
Confidence

The 5 immutable
laws of selling 
The 5 immutable
laws of selling 
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4 Sales Tips for Reaching Prospects 
by Phone 
In an inbound marketing world, is there still
need to call people?  

By Lori Richardson on eyesonsales �

How to Handle the Now Is Not a Good
Time Response 
"How should I handle the "Now is not a good
time" response? 

By Michael Pedone on eyesonsales �

The First Seller with the Answers Wins 
Customers today are armed with a wealth of
data gleaned from the Internet about the
products and services they want ...

By Andy Paul on salesopedia �

“Searching for Excellence” - 4 tips for
improving your sales team's success 
The following four tips can help you to help
your team improve their sales results ...

By Colleen Francis on topsalesmanagement �

What Makes a Lead a Good Lead?
A dozen leads came in today and among them
were leads from DELL and Bose. Both are
large companies and might even make great ...

By Dave Kurlan on topsalesmanagement �

What you should know before you start
email marketing 
According to research every dollar spent on
email marketing, you can expect a return ...

By Wendy Griffin on eyesonsales �

7 Tips for Finding Customers’ 
Sweet Spot
There are a variety of reasons why customers
buy a product or service.

By Daniela Baker on salesopedia.com �

The Real Secret to Qualifying Leads 
OK, now I want you to pay very careful
attention ...

By Mike Brooks on salesopedia �

Defining Consultative Selling
Today Consultative Selling is almost a
household word. It is an approach to selling in
which customer needs are used as ...

By Linda Richardson on topsalesmanagement �

Slow is Pro! Three Ways to Work Positive
in a Vertigo Economy 
What do you focus on in your business? If you
focus on the latest “expert analysis,” or ...

By Dr. Joey Faucette on salesgravy �

We want to thank the following sites for supporting Top 10 Sales Articles:
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● Salesopedia   ●  Eyes on Sales   ●  Sales Gravy   ●  Ezine Articles   ●  ChangingMinds   ●  RainToday

Authors: To be considered for Top 10 Sales Articles, please submit your articles to the above sites, which are the
only ones we select from. We do not accept any articles directly.

The May Nominations

Where do the articles come from? Each month we select the very best sales
articles from the major article sites, which have been written by top sales gurus
from around the world. We cull through till we find the 10 best pieces of sales
advice – which we then share with you. The monthly winners compete for the
Top Sales Article of the Year Award in December.
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Top Sales Article
of the Month
Announced

Top Sales Article
of the Month
Announced

The  April Winner
Rome Wasn't Built in a Day

- Neither are Sales Skills

by: John Doerr 
on: Top Sales Management ��

http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/article.php?written_id=880
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One of the questions I am
frequently asked is, “When is

the best time to make calls?” I’m
always hesitant to answer this
question, simply because I never
want to give prospectors and new
business development pros a reason
not to make calls. I’m always afraid
that if I mention times that are
better than others people could
interpret that to mean they should
not make calls at those other times.

It’s true that good times to reach
high-level corporate decision-
makers and/or business owners can
be before or after business hours.
Many times high-level decision-
makers or business owners are in
early or they stay late. If you track
your calls (which you should be
doing) you may also notice trends
about when you are able to reach
prospects directly.

The bottom line is that you really

never know when you might be able
to reach a given prospect so it’s
always worth trying. To prove my
point, here is an email I recently
received from a client. As you’ll see,
his conclusions and results go
against what passes for the common
wisdom about when one can reach a
prospect:

“Friday afternoons after 2:00
p.m. have been the best times for me
to reach people in their offices. I
managed to get through to half a
dozen people this afternoon….
Every one of them either agreed to
meet with me, or referred me down
a level to someone else in their

organization. The person who
referred me down a level is the
person who runs the entire home
loan division for Bank of America –
a very big fish. People may be
tempted to take Friday afternoon
off, I know I always am, but it’s a
spectacularly good time to call
people.”

Ray Parrish
InSight Consulting Partners

So there you go. People say Monday
mornings are bad. Friday afternoons
are bad. Too early is bad. Too late is
bad. All excuses not to make calls.
Go forth and prospect!                   �

This article was written by Wendy Weiss.

To find out more about Wendy, visit:
http://wendyweiss.com 
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On Monday mornings
prospects are too
busy… On Friday
afternoons prospects
are gone… Don’t want
to bother the prospect
by calling too early…
They’ve probably left
the office by mid-
afternoon… Middle of
the week they’re very
busy… What to do?

The best of times? WWeennddyy  WWeeiissss is recognized as one of the
leading authorities on lead generation, cold
calling and new business development. Her
newest e-book, TThhee  CCoolldd  CCaalllliinngg  SSuurrvviivvaall
GGuuiiddee, shares her secrets for getting face-to-
face with highly qualified prospects. In fact,
you’ll start setting appointments within 24
hours of reading it.

YYoouu’’llll  lleeaarrnn  hhooww  ttoo::
• Identify real prospects fast
• Grab your prospect’s attention in the first 

few seconds
• Get more appointments and more sales in 

today’s tough selling environment
• Overcome fear forever
• And much, much more!

Free E-book! - Start Setting Appointments in the next 24 Hours

Download your free
e-book hheerree �

https://wendyweiss.infusionsoft.com/go/911/TLS/
http://lifehacker.com/5885139/the-best-address-book-app-for-iphone
http://www.148apps.com/tag/xobni-corp/
http://thenextweb.com/apps/2012/01/24/smartr-for-iphone-is-like-having-a-second-brain-for-all-your-contacts/


Focus On

Trish
Bertuzzi
Trish often remarks on how lucky

she is to work with an amazing
team at The Bridge Group, helping
Sales & Marketing leaders make the
big decisions: on implementation
strategy, process to improve

performance, supporting technology,
metrics & measurement.

Over the last two decades, Trish
has promoted Inside Sales as a
community, profession and engine
for revenue growth. In the process,

The Bridge Group has worked with
over 180 B2B technology clients to
build, expand and optimize their
inside sales efforts.

By a combination of hard work
and timing, Trish and team's
research & ideas have been featured
on Inc.com, by associations like
SLMA & AA-ISP and across more
than 68 sites in the sales and
marketing blogosphere. Trish
publishes her thoughts on inside
sales tips, metrics, and trends at her
inside sales blog.

Over the last two decades, Trish
has promoted Inside Sales as a
community, profession and engine
for revenue growth. In the process,
The Bridge Group has worked with
over 180 B2B technology clients to
build, expand and optimize their
inside sales efforts. �
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To find out more about Trish, visit: www.bridgegroupinc.com

Author Jonathan Franzen said "one-half of a passion is obsession, the other half
is love." With that in mind, ask anyone who's met Trish and they'll tell you - she is
passionate about Inside Sales.

http://www.pointclear.com/ttal-vip-top-sales/
http://www.richardson.com/forms/verifiable_outcomes_download_pc.html


Greatness and leadership are so
closely akin that the words give

us a useful point of departure.
“Born great” has two possible

meanings - either being born to a
great position, such as that of a

hereditary monarch, or possessing
natural talents and/or virtues of an
exceptional kind. Clearly, not
everyone born to a great position is
worthy of it, and relatively few have
the qualities of a great leader. But
the greatness of certain offices can
rub off on their occupants, who
may not otherwise have qualities out
of the ordinary.

Some appear to have the gift of
leadership, but are found to lack it
when tested. Tacitus wrote of an
early Roman emperor that he would
have been thought capable of ruling
if only he hadn’t actually been called
upon to rule. Others are recognized
as “born leaders” and exercise
effective leadership up to a certain
level, but prove disastrous failures
beyond that level. It is very hard to
judge the point beyond which a
person will be over promoted.

“Some achieve greatness” denotes,
above all, those whose greatness is
self-made. But all of the really great
leaders must be regarded as
achievers, whatever their advantages
of birth and training. Alexander the
Great was born to kingship and
inherited a strong army. With
Aristotle as his tutor, he was

perhaps the most privileged person
– educationally - that there has ever
been. Nevertheless, what he
achieved in his short life was beyond
anything that could remotely have
been expected of him.

Much the same is true of Julius
Caesar: He was a young Roman
aristocrat whose career began as a
demagogic politician, but who
turned out to be a military
commander of genius. The
trajectory of his career could never
have been predicted.

Napoleon is the supreme
example of the utterly self-made
leader – the man who “achieved
greatness” by his own unaided efforts.
When he was on his way to St
Helena, he was still slightly younger
than John F. Kennedy at the time of
his assassination. And Napoleon
was not a millionaire’s son. Of
course, he was privileged in another
way, having the good luck to be
born in a revolutionary period,
when opportunity beckoned to a
man of his phenomenal talents. But
luck is a precondition of most
human achievements - natural
leaders know how to exploit their
luck.

Most of those who achieve
anything in the world are ambitious,
and some have very exalted
ambitions which they have never the
chance to realize. A few rise higher
than they, or anyone else, could have
imagined - and then prove equal to
the challenge.

Like those born to great offices
who prove, against the odds, worthy
to hold them, such people have
“greatness thrust upon them”

A case in point was Harry S.
Truman. He was not born great, and
seemed unlikely to achieve greatness
beyond the level of a US Senator.
Only Franklin D. Roosevelt’s
incredibly casual, last-minute choice
of him as running-mate for the
1944 election, soon followed by
Roosevelt’s death, precipitated him
into a situation where, as he said, he
felt that the moon and stars had
fallen on him. But he grew in the
office of President and achieved a
stature that surprised everyone,
including probably himself. He was
a man who seemed to be over
promoted, but was not.

Churchill and de Gaulle, two of
the greatest leaders of modern
times, also depended upon chance
for the fulfillment of their potential.
But they had formidable talent and

limitless self-belief. Destiny seemed
to wait on them. They were
manifestly above the ordinary run of
humanity and made no attempt to
conceal the fact.

By contrast, Mahatma Gandhi,
though no less extraordinary a
person achieved his appeal to the
Indian masses by seeming to
identify with them. His style was
studiedly anti - charismatic, yet it
gave him a charisma that was quite
unique. Like many effective leaders,
he used dress (or in his case relative
undress) as a weapon. His loincloth
was the PR equivalent of
Napoleon’s black hat and grey
overcoat, or Churchill’s boiler suit.
(When Gandhi met George V at
Buckingham Palace, and was asked
afterwards if he felt at a
disadvantage wearing only a
loincloth, he replied cheerfully: “Oh
no, His Majesty was wearing enough for
both of us”)

Leadership is partly a confidence
trick, and those who practice it
cannot afford to be too predictable.
Some have alternated ruthlessness
with generosity (this was one of
Caesar’s trademarks). Others have
appeared at times to be listless and
drifting, only to spring suddenly to
life (this was Stanley Baldwin’s style).

Democratic leaders have the
difficult task of both guiding the
people and seeming to respond to

the popular will. Autocrats are
obviously freer to exercise
leadership, but among them the
most successful have been aware of
the need to be loved and admired, as
well as feared. Just as many of the
best democratic leaders have been
natural autocrats, restrained only by
conscience and realism. The
essential qualities of a good leader
are much the same, whatever the
environment.

Of all the qualities needed for
leadership, only one is indispensable
– courage. Without it, all the others
are more or less useless. Courage
has been shown by all who we
recognize as true leaders, from
Alexander the Great to Margaret
Thatcher. A leader must have the
ability to take hard decisions and
calculated risks. This rule applies at
all levels and in all situations – in
school, factory, boardroom or
sporting arena, no less than on the
battlefield or in the council
chamber.

Leaders have to give courage to
others while creating the illusion
that they know exactly what they are
doing. In Shaw’s “Caesar and
Cleopatra” when one of Caesar’s
officers says something intended to
lift his spirits, he replies witheringly:
“Do you presume to encourage me?”

Shaw, like Shakespeare, knew
what leadership was about …. �

Some Men (and Women)
Are Born Great, Others ….
Shakespeare was good about leadership, as about most other things. 
The spoof letter which caused poor Malvolio to make such a fool of himself
contains words that say a lot about the subject. “Some men are born great,
some achieve greatness, and some have greatness thrust upon them.”

To find out more about Jonathan, visit:

www.thejfblogit.co.uk
www.topsalesassociates.com
www.jonathanfarrington.com

Leaders have to give
courage to others
while creating the
illusion that they

know exactly what
they are doing. 
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quickly double that!
It’s really easy to brush off

bringing the team together. After all,
isn’t every minute in the field the
most important use of everyone’s
time? Probably not, because the
benefits of consistent and timely
connections outside the “front line”
include increases in:

� Readiness – prepare to
maximize every sales
opportunity by strengthening
sellers’ skills, mindset and
knowledge.

� Recharging – it’s tough out
there. Sellers need time to be re-
energized to give it their all back
in the field. Better with you and
their colleagues rather than the
local coffee shop.

� Repeatable – the team needs
time to review and learn from
each other so all can repeat what
goes well and stop what is not
working as soon as possible.
Sellers like to know they’re not
alone in the field. Their sales
colleagues have the same
frustrations, challenges and home-
runs. Now they can stop wasting
time trying to figure out what they
should/should not be doing or
calling each other for (?)

� Retention – Turnover decreases
when there are regular touch-
backs with you and the rest of
team.

So, if these benefits are important,
then how do you ensure your
meetings are timely? Several ways:

1. Hold regularly - scheduled
meetings.
Meetings need to be held often

enough to keep sellers at top
performance. Autos need oil
changes every 5000 miles, how
often do your sellers? Weekly
meetings with a purpose are still the
ideal.

2. Focus the time with your team
on what is most important –
help them sell more to reach (or
exceed) their goals and energize
them. Many meetings default to
“sharing” of numbers, product
updates, operation issues, or
process changes. If there is a lot
of “sharing” needed, narrow it
down to the basics for the “live”
time together. Use other means
(handouts, emails, etc.) to share
the nitty gritty details.

3. Focus on different "times."
Past, Present and Future are all
important. Most meetings I have
observed focus on the past and
the present. More of that is
“sharing” of information. A

meeting becomes timely when
more focus is on the future –
equipping sellers to sell more, get
in front of more people and
build their confidence and
competence to exceed quotas.

When Alice Kemper was a sales
manager at Harte Hanks
Communications, she broke her 60-
minute weekly sales meeting into 45
minutes of training and 15 minutes
of need-to-know info. Her results
speak for themselves. "Our team
had less turnover and higher results
that many of the other teams. And
each time a new branch was
opened, the new manager-to-be was
selected from my team. That time
investment was a strategy (for….)."

A guideline: Break whatever
meeting time you have into:

10% focused on the past (sales
results, wins, losses, etc.)
10% on the present (current
promos, operations updates, etc.)
80% building for the future

For a 60 minute meeting that’s
about 10 minutes of what
happened, 10 minutes of present
information and 40 minutes to help
them capture more sales in the
future!

Want to capture more of that
elusive time? You will, when you
expand your time and efforts as you
deliver timely sales meetings. �

But which one will
expand your time
most quickly? Your
sales meeting. An

effective sales
meeting makes a

HUGE difference for
your ENTIRE team.

This article was written by Nancy Bleeke.

To find out more about Nancy, visit:
www.salesproductivityinsider.com
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Asurvey by the Sales
Management Association

(SMA) found disparity on how sales
managers actually spend their time
compared to how they WANT to
spend their time. The largest
difference is in how much time they
want to spend with their sellers. The
demands of corporate
administration outweigh sales
managers’ best efforts to
accomplish the real goal of a sales
manager: Make sales numbers

through field salespeople!
Duh, right? This isn’t anything

you don’t know. You know you are
stretched thin. So, wouldn’t it be
great if you could e-x-p-a-n-d your
time? You can… while you help
your sellers prepare to beat the
competition, capture more market
share and sell more …when you are
timely with your sales team!

The time you spend developing
your sellers to be more competent
and confident pays huge dividends

with increased sales and giving you
precious time! There are several
ways to be timely with your team:

� Field Rides and Partner Selling
� Individual Coaching
� Sales Meetings

All of these actions are necessary
and important ways to develop your
sellers and meet sales quotas. But
which one will expand your time
most quickly? Your sales meeting.
An effective sales meeting makes a
HUGE difference for your
ENTIRE team.

How much time do most sales
managers spend with their sellers?
The SMA survey found that most
sales managers spend just 45
minutes a week with each seller. A
sixty-minute sales meeting can

Time. Such a fleeting thing for most of us. Busy sales
managers are on a merry-go-round as they try to
keep up with long To Do lists, fewer resources and
constantly changing economies, technology and
processes. We can’t add a 25th hour in our day, so
the question becomes how do we get more time?
By being more timely.
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Expanding
your precious time
Expanding
your precious time



Plus we publish a brand new sales article every day:
www.topsalesmanagement.com�
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How to Prepare a 
Professional Presentation

How to Measure Your
“Social Value” 

How to Avoid “Peaks 
& Troughs”

How to Begin Improving 
Your Networking Skills  

Recent “How To” Guides

�� �� �� ��

The Only Way to Handle 
Price Objections

It’s Time to Take Your 
Lead Generation Activities 

More Seriously

Negotiation – The Power
and Ultimately, the

Glory!

Small Companies Really
Can Compete – Here Is

How

Sales Team Development Sessions

�� �� �� ��

New Management Look
Out For These Early

Challenges

Why Waste Time On
Non Performance

Coaching, Managing,
Training – What’s the

Outcome?

Sales and Marketing
Alignment

Sales Management Issues Interviews

Michael Griego �� Mark Hunter �� S. Anthony Iannarino �� Tibor Shanto ��

Top Sales Highlights
from the Past Four Weeks ... In case you missed them

Plus don’t forget, we publish a brand new sales tip from the Top Sales Experts team every day!
www.topsalesworld.com�
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Sales 2.0 Conference is
Coming to Town

Learning to Say
“No” Early

No Goals,
Less Success

95% of Product Training
is Ineffective

Larissa Gschwandtner �� Christian Maurer �� Kevin Eikenberry �� Mike Schultz ��

Enjoy the latest Top Sales Hardtalk Interviews

Are You Selling or Are
You Negotiating?

Attract the Right Job or
Clientele: Sales Tip #41

A Simple Framework
for Thinking About

Simple Deals

Leadership Starts
With You

Mark Hunter �� Elinor Stutz �� S. Anthony Iannarino �� Kevin Eikenberry ��

and recent blogs ...

http://topsalesworld.com/salesHardTalk.php
http://topsalesworld.com/salesHardTalk.php
http://topsalesworld.com/salesHardTalk.php
http://topsalesworld.com/salesHardTalk.php
http://thesaleshunter.com/are-you-selling-or-are-you-negotiating/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+SalesMotivationAndSalesTraining+%28Sales+Motivation+and+Sales+Training%29
http://www.smoothsale.net/attract-the-right-job-or-clientele-sales-tip-41/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=attract-the-right-job-or-clientele-sales-tip-41
http://thesalesblog.com/blog/2012/05/26/a-simple-framework-for-thinking-about-simple-deals/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+typepad%2Fiannarino%2Fthesalesblog+%28TheSalesBlog%29
http://blog.kevineikenberry.com/books/leadership-starts-with-you/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+kevineikenberry%2FIqNO+%28Kevin%27s+Blog%29
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/howToGuide.php?written_id=191
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/howToGuide.php?written_id=919
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/howToGuide.php?written_id=927
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/howToGuide.php?written_id=936
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/developmentSession.php?written_id=912
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/developmentSession.php?written_id=920
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/developmentSession.php?written_id=928
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/developmentSession.php?written_id=201
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/downloads/audio/Michael_Griego_TSM_Mar_2012.mp3
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/downloads/audio/Mark_Hunter_TSM_Feb_2012.mp3
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/downloads/audio/Anthony_Iannarino_TSM_Feb_2012.mp3
http://www.topsalesmanagement.com/downloads/audio/Tibor_Shanto_TSM_Mar_2012.mp3
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